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Department of Mathematical Engineering and Instrumentation Physics, 
Faculty of Engineering, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan 
A study of linear dependence r lations among Shannon's and McGill's 
(multiple) mutual informations as well as the lattice-theoretic description of 
them is presented. The concept of entropy vector is defined as a functional on 
the set of admissible probability distributions by which the problem can be 
transformed tothat of investigating the algebraic structure of the (correlative) 
entropy space. First, we give the bases of this space as well as several basis 
transformatior;s and thus determine the dimension. Next, a set of admissible 
values which McGill's informations can simultaneously take is obtained by 
establishing the elementary distributions, where, as a by-product, certain 
nonlinear dependence property is clarified. Finally, considerations on the 
duality of the lattice of random variables lead to the concept of dual (multiple) 
mutual informations, from which the duals of several theorems are derived. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Shannon's (1949) pioneering work in the field of mathematical theory of 
information transmission largely stimulated the quantitative investigations 
into information-theoretic correlation analysis in the 1950's along several 
different directions of theoretic development. Watanabe's (1954) "correlation 
index" seems to be one of the earliest contributions intended to define the 
information-theoretic measure of organization of an assembly, which was 
later extended to a more general "cohesion measure" or "total correlation" 
with various interesting technological interpretations from the point of view of 
"structure analysis" (Watanabe, 1960, 1969). Baldwin's (1966) work is a 
partial study of mathematical properties, especially nonnegativity properties 
of these information measures (he called the equivalent of Watanabe's total 
correlation the dependency capacity). On the other hand, McGill and Garner 
started the information-theoretic correlation analysis with special reference 
to an analogy to the well established statistical correlation analysis, aiming 
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at the construction of "meta-statistics" in the sense of a methodology of 
statistics that may be applied not only to the continuous variable case but also 
to the discrete variable case (McGill, 1954; Garner, 1958; Garner and 
McGill, 1956). Particularly, McGill (1954) proposed, as a fundamental 
mathematical concept, "McGill's multiple mutual information" with its 
statistical interpretations. Another direction of development has been made 
by Kullback (1959), who proposed "divergence" as a discrimination measure 
between two probability distributions in reconstructing and redescribing the 
traditional statistical correlation analysis from the information-theoretic 
point of view. 
A great deal of other essential contributions have also been made and/or 
slightly modified by many researchers along the directions mentioned. 
However, although intensive and diverse investigations in this field yielded a 
number of significant results, they seem to have been carried out in respective 
manners according to the differences of concern, thus seeming to lack desirable 
unification in mathematical structure. 
The present paper is intended to present a possible form of mathematical 
foundation as a common starting point of information-theoretic multivariate 
analysis. We begin by furthering McGill's initial work and clarifying 
the algebraic structure which underlies the set of various information quan- 
tities; thus, we attain the interrelations among them. The main efforts in this 
paper are devoted to giving the complete analysis of linear dependence 
relations by introducing the concept of entropy space as'well as correlative 
entropy space (Section 5). In this setting, we study the bases and dimen- 
sions of these entropy spaces on the basis of elementary distributions derived 
in Section 5.3. The determination of the dimension is of fundamental signifi- 
cance in studying the linear dependence structure of the entropy space. 
For the purpose of unifying treatment of various information quantities, 
we reformulate Shannon's and McGill's (conditional) informations as well as 
Watanabe's cohesion measures in a common lattice-theoretic framework 
where the concept of "difference operator" on a partially ordered set plays a 
crucial role. In such a way, various expressions of an information quantity 
in terms of another type of quantities are derived as basis transformations. 
The structure of linear constraints among correlative (Definition 5.3) 
entropies, most of the well-known information measures being correlative, is
completely analyzed in terms of 3-dimensional Boolean sublattices 
(Theorem 5.7). As another application of elementary distributions, we can 
obtain a set of admissible values which McGill's multiple mutual informations 
may simultaneously take (Theorem 5.6). According to this result, we may 
specify also a set of admissible values of Watanabe's cohesion measures by 
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using a basis transformation. A nonlinear or functional dependence relation 
is also discussed. 
Considerations of the duality of lattice (Section 6) yield respective dual 
counterparts of the above results where we are naturally led to the concepts 
such as dual elementary distribution, dual mutual information, and dual 
cohesion measure. Dual cohesion measures o derived are nonnegative as 
are the original cohesion measures, and they are analogous in both mathe- 
matical properties and technological implications. 
The study of nonnegativity for correlative ntropies, though forming a 
rather essential part of information-theoretic correlation analysis, will not 
be treated in this paper because the issue here is to analyze the linear 
dependence structure. A comparatively thorough analysis of non- 
negativity will be reported in a subsequent paper (Han, (a)) with its multi- 
variate information-theoretic implications. 
2. LATTICE OF RANDOM VARIABLES 
We give a lattice structure to a set of random variables for the theoretic 
treatment of informations. We shall confine ourselves to the case of discrete 
variables. The case of continuous variables may be treated with obvious 
slight modifications. 
Let the set of all natural numbers be denoted by q) = {1, 2, 3,...} and the 
direct product of n ~'s by ~.  Consider an n-dimensional random variable 
vector X ~ = (X 1 .... , X,0 on qs~ and its probability distribution p (X 1 --  
il,... , X~ = i~), then the condition 
ZP(  x'* = ~'9 = 1, p(x,~ = i , )  > o (2.1)  
in 
should be satisfied, where i n ---- (i 1 ,..., in) ~ ~.  The marginal distributions 
o fp(X  n = i n) are, for instance, given by 
p(G = i2 .... , xn  = i,,) = F, p (Xn  = in), 
il 
p(G = ~ .... , x~ = i,,) = y ,  p (x~ = ~).  
ix ,i ~ 
If{a1 .... , ak} (1 ~< k ~< n) is an arbitrary subset of the index set D = {1,..., n}, 
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the corresponding k-dimensional marginal distribution of p(X~= i n) is 
defined as 
P(Xal = ial .... , Xa~ = i~) = ~ p(X  ~ ~ in), (2.2) 
where {b 1 ,..., b~_l~ } is the complement of {a 1 ,..., a~} in D. The support of 
a marginal distribution p(X~ -- i~ ..... X% = i%) is the set of all (i~ ..... i%)'s 
such that p(Xa~ = i~, . . . ,X% = i%)=A O, which will be denoted by 
S(X,1 ,..., X~). The set of all n-dimensional p's of which the supports are 
finite subsets of q)n will be called the set of admissible distributions and will 
be denoted by 1 an. 
We shall denote by X the (u-dimensional) Boolean lattice (with the join v 
and the meet ^ ) formed of all the subsets of {X 1 ,..., X~} with regard to 
the set inclusion. Then, X may be regarded as the set of all marginal variable 
vectors of X n by indifferently identifying the set {X~.z ,..., X~,~} with the 
(k-dimensional) marginal variable vector (Xa~ ,..., X%). The 0-dimensional 
variable vector, i.e., the empty subset of {X 1 ,..., Xn} will be denoted by ~.  
This (empty) variable may be regarded as a random variable taking a constant 
value with probability one. We will call thus structured X the lattice of random 
variables. The singletons {Xa}'S are the atoms of the lattice X. The introduc- 
tion of such a lattice of random variables is, as will be seen in the subsequent 
sections, convenient in simplifying the description and also formulating 
various information quantities in a unified framework. The same lattice 
structure was already defined by Watanabe (1969) to describe the sub- 
additivity of entropy and the supra-additivity of cohesion measure (Section 4). 
We shall show here some obvious properties of Boolean lattice merely for 
the sake of convenience in later discussions. The elements of X will be 
indicated by Greek letters c~, fl,.... The maximum element of X is X ~ ---- 
(X1,.. . ,  Xn), denoted by E, and the minimum element is ~.  The complement 
& of a (~ X) satisfies the relations: 
~v~ =E,  c~A& = 2~. (2.3) 
The partial order induced from the lattice structure of X will be denoted 
by ~<; i.e., for any ~, /3~X,  a ~</3 if and only if a ^/3 = a or alternatively 
v 13 =/3. (In particular, ~ </3  means that a ~</3 and a =/=/3.) The rank 
r(a) of a (~ X) is the number of elements of a as a subset of {X 1 ,..., Xn}. 
For any a,/3 (c X) such that a ~</3, the interval [a,/3] is defined as the set 
of all elements 7's such that a ~< y ~< fi, where r(/3) -- r(a) is called the length 
of the interval [a,/3]. The interval [a, t3] forms an (r(/3) - -  r(a))-dimensional 
Boolean sublattice of X. 
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3. DIFFERENCE OPERATOR ON A PARTIALLY ORDERED SET 
Given a partially ordered set L with the order ~ and the minimum element 
~, consider a function f from L to the field of real field. Let the difference 
Af(o 0 off(~) (a ~ L) be defined by 
and the sum Z f(c~) by 
Af(~) = ~ 12([3, ~)f([3) (3.1) 
~f(,x) = ~ f(/3). (3.2) 
Here, the 12(/3, ~) is the M6bius function on L (Rota, 1964), which by definition 
satisfies the relations 
and 
12(/3, c~) = 0 unless [3 ~< ~, (3.3) 
8,~ = ~ 12(y,/3), (3.4) 
where 3~ is the Kronecker delta: 
ll, if y = ~, 
8~,~-- 0, if y~.  (3.5) 
Under the above definitions, we have 
Af(~) = f (@ (3.6) 
We shall frequently make use of the following two lemmas, which are evident 
from the relevant definitions. 
LE~MA 3.1 (Principle of Inclusion and Exclusion (Rota, 1964)). Let c~ and 
[3 be elements of X with the ranks r(c~) and r([3), respectively. If[3 <~ c~, then 
(--1) "(~)-rw) -- 8s~. (3.7) 
LEMMA 3.2. The Mfbius function 12([3, ~) of X is given by 
t(--1)r(~>r% for [3 <~ % 
12([3, ~) : IO, otherwise. (3.8) 
643/29/4-4 
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4. ENTROPY FUNCTION ON X AND ITS DIFFERENCES 
Throughout the following discussions, the term "probability distribution" 
will mean an element of P~ defined in Section 2. Given a probability distribu- 
tion, we assign to each element a ~ X the nonnegative real value h(~) of 
entropy in Shannon's ense (Shannon, 1949): 
h(~) = - -E  p(Xol = ~o~ ,..., Xo, = ~o) logp(Xo~ = i,~ .... , X~ = ~,,), 
*°~ ...... % (4.1) 
where ~ = X~ v "" v X%. In particular, we put 
h(;~) = 0. (4.2) 
Let us consider the difference of h(a). It follows at once from Lemma 3.2 
and (3.1) that 
Ah(~)= ~ (--1)~(~)-~(mh(fi). (4.3) 
It is here seen that 
(-- 1)r(~)-x Ah(o 0 (4.4) 
is the lattice-theoretic expression of McGill's "amount of multiple mutual 
information 'u among the variables X%,. . . ,X%.  More generally, by 
considering the (conditional) difference operator A on the interval [cr, E] 
instead of A on X = [~,  El, we have, from Lemma 3.2, 
Aoh(~) = Z (--1)~(~)-~(mh(fi) • (4.5) 
It is again seen that 
(-- 1) ~(~)-r(")-I Aoh(c~) (4.6) 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Putting ~ = X 1 in (4.4), we have 
(--1) 0 Ah(~) = h(X1) -- h( ;J ) = h(X1). (4.7) 
This is the entropy of X1 in Shannon's ense. 
1 McGill has originally defined this type of multiple mutual information for the 
case r(~) = 3 and merely suggested the possibility of defining similar concepts for 
general cases. When r(a) = 2, this coincides with Shannon's "mutual information." 
As for McGill's informations, ee Fano (1961). 
is the lattice-theoretic expression of McGill 's "amount of conditional 
multiple mutual information" among Xal ,..., Xaz with X h ,..., X~ fixed, 
where ~ ^  5 ~ X% v "" v Xa~ and a = Xbl v "'" v Xbm. 
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EXAMPLE 4.2. If we put a = X 1 v X~ in (4.4), 
( -1 )  1 ~h(~) = -~ ( -  1)r '+,~h(/3) 
= -h(x l  v x2)  + h(Xl) + h(x2) - h (~)  
= h(X l )  @ h(X2) - -  h (X  1 v X2), (4.8) 
which is the amount of mutual information between X 1 and X 2 in Shannon's 
sense. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. If we put ~ = X 1 v X2 v Xa in (4.4), 
( -  1) 2,~h(~) = h(Xl v x~ v x~) - h(Xl v &)  --  h(X~ v X~) 
-- h(Xl v X3) 4- h(X1) 4- h(X~) + h(X~). (4 .9)  
This is the simplest case of McGill 's multiple mutual informations. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. If we put ~ = X 1 v a in (4.6), 
( -1 )  0 ~oh(oO = E ( - - lY~-"~h(~)  
= h(~ v x~) - h(~). (4.10) 
This is the conditional entropy of X 1 with a fixed in Shannon's sense. The 
relevant interval of X is illustrated in Fig. l(a). 
dr ~ xlVd ~x3Vd 
d 
a b c 
FIG. 1. Relevant  intervals o f  the differences (a) r(~) - f fa )  = l ,  (b) r(~) - r(~) = 2, 
(~) ~(~)- r(~) = 3. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. If  we putc~=X lvX  2va in (4 .6 ) ,  
( -1 )14h(~)  = --h(~) + h(& v ~) + h(X~ v ~) --  h (&  v J;~ v ~), 
(4A1) 
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which is the amount of conditional mutual information between X 1 and X 2 
with cr fixed in Shannon's ense (Fig. l(b)). 
EXAMPLE 4.6. If we put a = X 1 v X 2 v X 3 v a in (4.6), 
( -  1) ~ Aoh(~) 
= h(Xl  v X~ v X~ v o) - -  h(Xl  v X2 v ~) - -  h(X2 v X3 v ~) 
- h(x~ v x~ v ,~) + h(x~ v ~) + h(x2 v ,~) + h(x3 v ,~) - h(,O, 
(4.12) 
which is the amount of conditional multiple mutual information among X 1 , 
X2, X3 with ¢ fixed in McGill's sense (Fig. l(c)). 
The relevant intervals for Examples 4.1-4.3 are obtained by putting 
a= ~ in Fig. 1. 
As is seen in these examples, Shannon's informations as well as those of 
McGill 's are in one-to-one correspondence with the intervals of X and 
various types of informations are obtained epending on the length of interval 
in consideration. In order to state this fact in a more convenient form, we 
define another form of entropy function. 
Let X~ be the set of all intervals [a, c~]'s in X and let B = [~, a] be an 
element of X2 • The function on X~ defined by 
h(B) = (- -1)r(a)-r(~)- lAoh(c~) (4.13) 
is called the entropy function on X2. Obviously, the h(B) specifies the 
(conditional or nonconditional) entropy, mutual information or multiple 
mutual information according as the length of B is 1, 2, or more. 
The Eqs. (4.3), (4.5) together with the summation formula 
h(~)---- ~, Ah(p) (4.14) 
show that the entropy function on X2 is equivalent o the entropy function 
on X, because ach one of them is uniquely determined by the other. 
The number of all different Ah(a)'s, excluding the trivial one Ah(~) -~ O, is 
2 n - -  1, (4.15) 
which is the same as that of all different h(~)'s, excluding the trivial one 
h(~)  = 0. On the other hand, the number of all different h(B)'s is larger 
than (4.15) when n ~ 2. Therefore, the h(B)'s are not all independent. 
We conclude this section by giving the relation between the previous 
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discussions based on the entropy function h(c~) and Watanabe's discus- 
sion based on the cohesion measure function g(a) (a ~ X). 
The cohesion measure function g(c~) is defined as 
g(°O = E h(X~,) -- h(c~). (4.16) 
In particular, g(E) is called the total correlation (Wtanabe, 1960) for E = X ~. 
By using the identity (4.14) for (4.16), the following expression results: 
g(°O =- -2  Ah(~) (4.17) 
¢(B)/>2 
which coincides with that derived by Watanabe (1969). On the other hand, by 
taking the difference of both sides of (4.16), we have 
Ag(o 0 = A txo,<~ h(X~*)t -- Ah(@ (4.18) 
Since the first term in the right-hand side of (4.18) vanishes owing to (3.7), 
(4.18) is transformed to
Ah(~) = --dg(~) = - -~ (--1)rI~)-~I~)g(/?) (r(~) >~ 2). (4.19) 
The relation (4.19) is the inverse expression of (4.17). 
The nonnegativity of cohesion measure g(~) (r(a) >~ 2) validates efficient 
multivariate-analytic interpretations (see Watanabe, 1960, 1969). An 
immediate extension of cohesion measure is obtained by using the expression 
(4.17). Let the difference A be replaced by the conditional difference A~, then 
we have 
g~(°O = - -2  A~,h(fi) (o~ >/~). (4.20) 
¢(~)-r(cr)~>2 
The nonnegativity of go(a) is derived from that ofg(c~) if we note the similarity 
of the forms (4.17) and (4.20). We will call go(~) the conditional cohesion 
measure. We remark that (4.17) is a special case of (4.20) with ~ = ~. 
Corresponding to (4.19), we have 
A~h(o 0 = --Aog((x) = - -~ (--1/(~)-~(~)g(fi) (r(~) -- r(e) >~ 2). 
~(e)-,-(,)~>z (4.21) 
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In the folIowing section, we shall discuss the linear dependence relations 
among h(~)'s, Ah(~)'s and/or Aoh(~)'s by introducing the concept of entropy 
space. 
5. ENTROPY SPACE 
5.1. Entropy Vectors and Correlative Entropy Vectors 
Let us consider a fixed element ~ of X. The value of the entropy h(~) 
is determined if a distribution in P~ is given. Thus, h(~) is a functional which 
makes a real value correspond to an admissible distribution. By an obvious 
convention, we may consider the vector space consisting of such funcfionals, 
referring to h(a) as an entropy vector. More precisely, we introduce the 
following concepts. 
DEFINITION 5.1. H(X) is the set of all entropy vectors: 
H(X) = {h(~) ] c~ e X}, (5.1) 
and H(X) is the vector space generated by H(X), that is, 
H(X) = {Clh(O~l) -~- -" -@ c/~h(o~/z)}, (5.2) 
where k is an arbitrary positive integer; % ,..., c~ are arbitrary elements of X, 
and ci ,..., ck are arbitrary constants. We shall ca l l / t (X)  the entropy space 
for X". 
DEFINITION 5.2. The entropy vectors h~,... ,h~ are called linearly 
independent if
cih i q- "" q- c~h~ ~- 0 for all probability distributions in pn (5.3) 
implies c 1 -- - -  % = 0, and otherwise are called linearly dependent. 
DEFINITION 5.3. An element of H(X) for which the value vanishes for 
every independent distribution: 
p(X  '~ = i ' )  -= p(X  i = ii) ... p(X~ = i•) (5.4) 
is called "correlative." H0(X ) is the set of all correlative ntropy vectors. 
I f  a quantity is to be considered as carrying a statistical mutual dependency, 
i.e., correlation, it needs to vanish under independent distributions, so 
that Definition 5.3 is justified. It will easily seen that H0(X ) forms a linear 
subspace of Er(X). Hence, we shall call Ho(X ) the correlative ntropy space. 
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THEORErd 5.1. The necessary and sufficient condition for an element h ~ H(X) 
to be an element of Ho(X ) is that h is a linear combination of Ah(a)' s (~ ~ X) such 
that r(~) ~ 2. 
Proof. Consider an independent distribution, then the entropy of 
/3 ~ X h v "" v X~m is given by 
h@ = h(X~l) + ... + h(X~,). 
Hence, if ~ = X% v "-" v X% and k =- r(~) /> 2, 
~h(~) = E (--W(~)-r(~)h(~) (5,5) 
= ~ (--1)r(~)-r(~)~{h(Xb~) + " "+ h(Xb~)}. (5.6) 
Since an h(Xb) occurs in (5.6) every time a fi of the form fi ---- Xbvg  
(a <~ {X% ,..., X%} -- {Xb}) occurs in (5.5), the coefficient of h(Xb) in (5.6) is 
( -  1)~(~)-~% (5.7) 
which reduces to zero by Lemma 3.1. Thus, the differences Ah(a)'s such that 
r(~) ) 2 are all correlative. 
Let h be an element of H(X), then, from (4.14), we have 
h = Z c~h(~)+ Y~ c~,~h(p) 
r(~))2 r(13)=l 
= 2 c~h(~) + ~ eoh(Xa>. (5.S) 
r(ce)/>2 a=l 
Hence, for any independent distribution, 
h = ~ coh(x~). (5.9) 
g=I 
Since we can choose an appropriate independent distribution from pn such 
that h(X~)'s may take arbitrary nonnegative values independent from one 
another, the necessary and sufficient condition for h in (5.9) to be always equal 
to zero is that all c~'s vanish. Q.E.D. 
Obviously, the number of all different Ah(~)'s such that r(~) ~> 2 is 
2 ~ --  (n + 1). (5.10) 
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COROLLARY 5.1. A conditional multiple mutual information A~h(~) such 
that ~ ~ a and r(~) --  r(a) >/2 is correlative. 
COROLLARY 5.2. A cohesion measure g(~z) (r(~) ~ 2) as well as a conditional 
cohesion measure g~(a) (o~ ~ a, r(o~) -- r(a) ~ 2) is correlative. 
5.2. Intervals of Length 2 
In this section, we shall consider the dependence relation among 
Shannon's mutual informations and McGill 's multiple mutual informations. 
According to our formalism, a (conditional) mutual information in Shannon's 
sense is made to correspond to an interval of length 2. 
Let B e be the set of all intervals of length 2 of X. Since Be C X2, the 
entropy function on B~ is defined as a restriction of the entropy function 
on Xe, i.e., 
h(B2) ~ --A,,h(cO, (5.11) 
where B 2 = [a, a] e Be,  or equivalently, in terms of entropies on X as 
h(B~) = --h(X~ v X e v a) + h(X~ v c,) + h(X~ v ~) - -  h(a) (5.12) 
where~ ~X 1 vX  ev~(X z^ ~-~X 2^(r -~ ~).  
THEOREM 5.2. I f  B 2 ~- [a, ~] e Be,  then 
h(Be)=- -Z  Ah(3). 
a^e<B<~ 
Proof. Putting ~ = X~ v Xb v a, we have 
h(Be) = --h(Xo ~ Xo v ~) + h(Xo v ~) + h(X~ v ~) -- h(~). 
Then, by the summation relation (3.6), 
h(B~) = --Y, ,Jh(3 ) + ~ ,Jh(3) 
<Z<X,,vX~v,, ~ </3.<<X~va 
+ Z ~h(/~)-- Z ~h(~) 
<13<Xav~ X~<t3<xbw XavXb~<B<~ 
+ y Ah(3)+ Z ,Jh(3) 
Xa<~<<.Xavc~ Xb <<.B<Xbva 
=-Z Ah(3)=- -Z  Ah(~). 
XavXb~B<e~ a^ ~<.<B<<.a 
(5.13) 
Q.E.D. 
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Theorem 5.2 gives the expression of a Shannon's (conditional) mutual 
information in terms of McGill's nonconditional multiple mutual informa- 
tions. 
The following lemma may be considered as giving an inverse xpression of 
(5.13). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let e~ >/ cr and r(~) -- r((r) /> 2 (,, aEX).  I f  X a and X b are 
arbitrarily fixed different atoms of X such that Xa , Xv <~ ~ A 5, then 
A,~h(~x) = --~ (--1)rl~')-~t'~)h([7 A X,  A X6, 7]). (5.14) 
XaVXbva<~ e<a 
Proof. Put K =avXavXb and let Xa ,X  b be the complements of 
X~,  Xb,  respectively. Then, since [7 A -Y~ ^  Xb, 7] ~ Be, we have: 
the right-hand side of (5.14) 
= 2 (- -1)r(~)-r( '~(h(7) - -  h(7 ^ X~,) - -  h(7 ^ X,,) + h(r ^ X,~ ^  &)} 
K<-,,<c~ 
= ~ (--1)~'(~)-r(;')h(7) + ~ (--1)r(~')-lr(~")-l)h(7 ^Xc,) 
+ Z (-1)~(~')-(~(')-1)h(7 ^ Xv) + 2 (-1)~(~')-("(~"-2'h(7 ^ X~ ^  Xb) 
-~ Z ( - -1 ) r (~ ' - " ( : ' )h ( r )= 'a , ,h (~)  • Q.E.D. 
It should be noted that the expression of A,h(a) in terms of h(B2)'s (B~ ~ B2) 
such as (5.14) is not unique, since the selection of Xe and Xb are arbitrary to 
some extent, whereas the expression (5.13) is unique. 
In an analogous way, we have the following expression of a McGill's 
conditional multiple mutual information i  terms of McGill's nonconditional 
multiple mutual informations (the proof is shown in Lemma 6.1): 
LEMMA 5.2. Let c~, ~ ~ X and ~ >/a. Then, 
A,~h(o 0 = ~ Ah((,x ^  6) v 7). (5.15) 
Let H(B2) be the image of B2 under the entropy function (5.11), i.e., 
H(B2) = {h(B2) I B~ ~ B~} and H(B2) be the vector space generated by H(Be), 
then we have: 
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THEOREM 5.3. 
H0(X ) = H(B~). (5.16) 
Proof. The inclusion Ho(X ) ~_ H(B~) follows from Theorem 5.1. The 
inverse H0(X ) _C H(B2) follows from Lemma 5.1 by putting cr = ~.  Q.E.D. 
5.3. Bases and the Dimensions of H(X) and H0(X ) 
In order to study the structural properties or dependence relations among 
entropies, mutual informations, and multiple mutual informations, the 
problem of discerning whether some functional dependence xists among 
them or not is of fundamental importance. The study of linear dependence 
will be a first step. For this purpose, we shall investigate the bases of H(X) 
as well as those of J~o(X). In particular, we shall show that for every n o 
( r (%) )  2) there is a distribution under which the multiple mutual informa- 
tions Ah(o 0 vanish if ~ =/: n o and Ah(%) =/= O. By so doing, we can determine 
the dimension of H(X) and that of Ho(X ). 
LEMMA 5.3. Let  k be an integer such that k > 1 and 
po(Y1 = il),..., po(Y~ = i~) 
be the 1-dimensional marginal distributions for Y1 ,..., Y~ with the supports 
of which the cardinal numbers are larger than k. Then there is a k-dimensional 
nonindependent distribution po(Yt = i 1 ,..., Y~ = ik) in pT~ such that 
v 
po(Y~ = i~ ,..., Y,~ = ik) = po(Y~ = i~) "" Po(Ya = ia) "" Po(Yk = in) 
,,~s(y~) (5.17) 
for  every a = 1,..., k. Here the symbol v indicates the omission of the specified 
term. 
Proof. It  suffices to show the existence of a k-dimensional distribution 
with the support given by 
S(Ya ,..., Y,~) = S(Y1) × "" X S(Y~). (5.18) 
I f  we put 
q(Y~ -~ i~,..., Y~ = in) = p(Y ,  = i1,..., Y~ = in) - -  Po(YI = i,) ... po(Yk = ie), 
(5.17) becomes equivalent to the following equation: 
q(Y1 = i, ,..., Y~ = ik) = 0, for a = 1,..., k (5.19) 
idES ( Ya ) 
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with the inequality constraint 
q(Y~ = i~ ,..., v~ = i~) >! -po(y~ = iO ... po(Y~ = i~). (5.20) 
The number of the variables q(Yl  = il ,..., Y~ == i~)'s in (5.19) is equal to the 
product of the cardinal numbers N(Ya)'s of S(Y~)'s: 
N(Y~) "" N(Yk) ,  (5.21) 
whereas the number of the constraint equations in (5.19) is 
/¢ V 
N(Y~) ... N(Y~)  ... N(Y~).  (5.22) 
Since by assumption N(Y,.)  > k for a = 1,..., k, (5.21) is larger than (5.22). 
Therefore, the system of Eqs. (5.19) has a nontrivial solution {q0(Y1 = 
i 1 ,..., Y~ = i~)}. By virtue of the homogeneity of (5.19), 
{~q0(Y~ = i~ ,..., Y~ ~ i~)} 
is also a solution of (5.19) for any e. By taking a sufficiently small E, 
{eq0(Y 1 = i~ ,..., Yk = i~)} is made to satisfy (5.20), because the right-hand 
side of (5.20) is negative for every (i~ ;,., ik) E N(Y~ ,..., Yk)- Thus, we have a 
required distribution determined as 
po(Yx = i,  ,..., Y~ = i~) 
t ~%(Y~ = ,1 .... , Y~ - -  i~) + po(Y~ = i0 - . .  po(Y~ - i~), = for every (i~ ,..., i~) ~ S(Y~ ..... Y~) 
l 0, otherwise. 
Here it should be noted that po(Y1 = i 1 ,..., Yk = i~) is nonindependent 
because qo(Y1 ~- i 1 ,..., Yk = i7~) =/= O. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let f3 o be an element of X such that 2 ~ r(/3o) ~ n. Then, 
there exists an n-dimensional distribution po(X1 = i 1 ,..., X~ = i~) in P~ under 
which 
~--ho, for ~ = po, Ah(~) 
o, for ~ ~ ~o (r(~) ~ 2), 
where h o is a positive constant. 
Proof. Put k -~ r(flo) and let po(Xal ~- ial .... , X% -- i%) be the k-dimen- 
sional distribution determined by Lemma 5.3 with Y1 = X% ,..., Y~ ~= X%,  
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where /30 = X% v " "v  X%.  Define the n-dimensional distribution 
po(X1 = i 1 ,..., X ,  = in) in terms of po(X% = i~ .... , X% = i%) as follows: 
po(X l  = i 1 , . . , ,  X n = in)  
= po(X~ = ~ ..... xo~ = ~o~) po(X~ = ~) . . .  po(&._~ = xo._~), 
(5.23) 
where fi0 = Xb I V " ' "  V Xb,_i and po(Xol = iol),... , po(Xb,_~_ = ib,_) are 
arbitrary 1-dimensional marginal distributions for Xb,'s (~<fl0). 
First, let us calculate the values of h(B2)'s (B 2 ~ B2) under the distribution 
(5.23). For B2 = [a, 7] ~ Bz ,  it is sufficient o consider the following cases. 
Case 1. ~ ~/30: There exists at least an atom Xa such that X a <~ rio and 
Xa ~ )' (Fig. 2). The distribution for ~,, which is obtained by summing (5.23) 
with respect to ia and some other i's, is independent by virtue of (5.17). Hence, 
we have h(B~) = O. 
FI~. 2. ~ ;~ rio. 
Case 2. V ~/30: In this case we have 
k --  2 ~< r(e ^ /30) < k, (5.24) 
because V ) /30  and r(v) --  r(a) = 2. 
2.1. I f r (a  ^ /30) = k - -  2, then we can put 
= X~ v X,~ v a =/30 v t~, (5.25) 
where X~, X~. ~/30,  /z ~/~o (Fig. 3). Since the distribution p(Xz v a) as 
well as p(Xm v ~) is independent (because Xt v ~ ~/30 and X~, v a ~ rio), 
we have 
h(B2) = --h(X,.  v X~ v ~) + h(X,~ v ~) + h(X~ v a) - -  h(~) 
= --h(~o ,, ~) + h(X,~) + h(o) + h(X3 + h(,,) - -  h(,,) 
= --h(/3o) - -  h(~) + h(X,,) + h(X3 + h(,,). 
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x'Vd + xvd 
FIG. 3. r(e ^ /3o) = k - -  2 (7 ~> /~o). 
On the other hand, it follows from (5.25) that 
Hence, 
--hO,) + h(X~) + h(X~) + h(o) = ~ h(X.). 
Xa<~B o 
h(B2) =--h(/3o) 4- ~ h(X,). (5.26) 
The right-hand side of (5.26) is, as is well known, nonnegative and vanishes 
if and only if ]3 o is subject to an independent distribution. Thus, the h(B2) 
takes a positive value h o > 0. Obviously, the h o is independent of B 2 so long 
as 7 ~>/30 and r(~ A /30) = k --  2, because (5.26) depends only on/?0. 
~" = XlVXmV 6 
Fro. 4. r(,,^#o) =k- - l (y>#o) .  
2.2. 
and 
Hence, 
I f  r(cr n /3o) - k --  1, then we can put 
X,, v ~r =/3o v/z (X,,, ~/30,/z ~< rio (Fig. 4)), (5.27) 
r =x , , ,  v x~ v ,~ =/30 v x~ v ~ (& ~< #o)- (5.28) 
h(B2) = --h(X.~ v X~ v a) + h(X~ v c 0 4- h(X~ v ~) --  h(a) 
= --h(~o v X~ v t~) + h(#o v t,) + h(X~ v o) -- h(~) 
= --{h(/3o v ~) + h(&)} + h(/3o v ~) + {h(&) + h(a)} -- h(~) 
=0.  
354 
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I f  r(e ^  rio) = k, then e ~> rio, so that we canput  
cr ~ fl0 V /~ 
y ~ X~ v X~ v 
(~ ~</~o (Fig. 5)) 
(X~, X~ ~</~o). 
r :  x(xd,~ 
x~V~ + xvc~ 
FIG. 5. r(e A ~o) = k(~ > flo). 
(5.29) 
Thus, the values of h(B2) ~- [e, y] (B~ ~ B2) have been shown to differ from 
zero if and only if y >/rio and r(~ ^ /30) ~- k --  2, which establishes the 
theorem as follows. From Lemma 5.1 with e = 2~, we have 
Ah(~) = - -~ (--1)~(~)-~(~)h([y A X~ ^  X-b, ~]), (5.30) 
where r(~) ~ 2 and X a , X~ are arbitrarily fixed different atoms such that 
Xa,  Xb ~ a. Le t C 1 and C 2 be the subsets of B 2 such that 
c~ = {B~ = Iv ^ Xo ^ X~, v] I X~ v X~ ~< ~, ~< ~} (5.31) 
and 
C~ = {Bz = [~, ~1 I Y >~ flo, r(e ^  rio) = h --  2}, (5.32) 
respectively. Then (5.30) is rewritten as 
Ah(oO -~ --ho ~ (--1) ~'~)-~), 
B2~CI("~C ~ 
ince h(B2) = h o or 0 according as B 2 ~ Ca or not (Fig. 6). 
Since Xm, Xz, and ~ are mutually independent, we have 
( 
h(B2) -~ --h(X,~ v X~ v ~) -}- h(X~ v or) + h(Xz v ~) -- h(g) 
= -{h(x~) + h(x3 + h(~)} + {h(X~) + h(~)} + {h(X~) + h(~)} -- h(~) 
~0.  
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FIG. 6. 
x~xb 
The intervals with nonvanishing h(B2)(=ho). 
I f  ~ ~/30,  Ci  (~ C2 is empty. Hence, 
Ah(o 0 = 0, for c~ ~ rio. (5.33) 
I f  a ~>/30, then 
C~ c~ C~ = {B2 = [7 ^  X~ ^  Xb, Y] I Xa v X 6 v ~o ~< 7 ~< ~}, 
from which it follows that 
Ah(~) = --ho ~ (-- 1) ~-~' ) .  (5.34) 
The right-hand side of (5.34) vanishes unless X a v Xb v /30 ----- ~ (Lemma 3.1). 
On the other hand, Xa v X v v/30 - :  ~ implies c~ - /30  if the Xa and X~ are 
selected in such a way that X~, X~ ~</3o, which is possible because c~ >~/30 . 
Therefore, we have 
and 
Zh(/3o) = --ho < o, for ~ >~/30 (5.35) 
Ah(~) =- O, for o~ >/3  o . (5.36) 
Thus, Eqs. (5.33), (5.35), and (5.36) establish the theorem. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.5. The dimension of /4(X)  is 2 n --  1, whereas the dimension of 
Ho(X ) is 2 n - -  (n @ l). Furthermore, Ht = {Ah(~) I r(c~) >/ 1} is a basis of 
H(X), andHa -~ {Ah(~) ]r(~) ~> 2) is a basis of Ero(X ). 
Pro@ The cardinal number of H1, which generates Er(X), is 2 u -  1. 
Furthermore, it can be shown as follows that Ah(~)'s (r(~) >~ 1) are linearly 
independent. Therefore, H 1 is a basis of H(X). 
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Suppose we have a relation 
c~ Ah(a) + ~ c~h(X~) = O, (5.37) 
r(a)~>2 a=l 
where the second term on the left-hand side represents the sum of AIh(c~)'s 
with r(a) = I. I f  we take an independent distribution from P~, then 
Ah(a) = 0, for r(a) >~ 2, 
and consequently (5.37) reduces to 
cah(Xa) = O. (5.38) 
a=l  
This implies that 
ca = O, for a = I, 2,..., n (5.39) 
because, by appropriately choosing the independent distributions, h(Xa)'S can 
take arbitrary nonnegative values independent of one another. 
Next, for an a with r (a )>/2 ,  choose the distribution determined in 
Theorem 5.4. Then, we have 
c~h o =0 or c~ =0.  
Thus, we have shown that (5.37) holds only when all the coefficients vanish. 
The proof for H0(X ) can be carried out in entirely the same way. Q.E.D. 
COROLL~m¥ 5.3. The set of cohesion measures {g(a) [ r(c 0 >/2} is a basis of 
~o(X). 
5.4. Admissible Values of Multiple Mutual Informations 
So far we have shown that the set of Shannon's and McGill's non- 
conditional informations Hz is linearly independent. This is a main result 
concerning the linear dependence structure of the entropy space. 
In this section, we shall point out that the values which the elements of 
H~ can take are not entirely free but are restricted to some extent. As will be 
seen from the process of the proof of Lemma 5.3, the distribution p(X  I = 
/1 ,..., X~ = i,~) can continuously move, satisfying the condition (5.17), in 
the distribution space P~ from a certain nonindependent distribution 
po(X1 = i 1 ,..., X~ -~ i,~) to an independent distribution 
p l (X l  = i l  ,... , X~z = i¢~) = P0(X l  = i l ) ' "po(X  n = in). 
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This continuous movement can be carried into effect with a parameter e. 
Accordingly, the value of the multiple mutual information --Ah(~o) conti- 
nuously moves, with the values of the other Ah(~)'s (r(o 0 >/2) set fixed to 
zero, from a certain positive value h o to zero. Therefore, the value of h 0 may 
be arbitrarily set in the segment [0, M0], where M o is an upper bound for 
--Ah(fio) and may possibly be an infinity. 
We shall show in the following that a certain set of admissible values is 
obtained from the above fact. 
DEFINITION 5.4. Let ~0 be a one-to-one mapping from q) X q~ onto q3 
defined by 
9(i,j) --~ i + {(i + j  - -  2)(i + j  --  1)}/2, (5.40) 
where (i,j) ~ qb × ~ (Fig. 7). Given two distributions p~(X t = it,... , X~ = in), 
P2(Y1 = Jl ,..., Y~ -~ in) in P~, we can associate with them a third distribution 
(to be called "product" of pl and P2) Pa = Pl × P2 by means of the relation 
pa(Z1 = h t ,..., Z~ = hn) = pt(Xz = il ,..., X~ = i~) p2(Y ~ =Jr .... , Y~ =in),  
(5.41) 
where 
k~ = ~o(iz ,Jr),..., k,~ -- ~o(i~ ,j~). (5.42) 
It is evident hat_ira andj~ are determined from h~ (m = 1,..., n). 
Fro. 7. 
i 
- - i  
2 3 4 5 6 7 
Mapping  ~o f rom q~ × q5 onto 45. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let ~ be an arbitrary element of X and let p l (X  ~ = i**), 
p~( yn = i n) and ps(Z ~ .-- k n) be distributions in P~. Furthermore, let the values 
of the entropy h(a) under these distributions be denoted by hvl(c~), h~(a) and 
h~(~), respectively, l f  p 3 = Pl × P2 , then 
h~(~) = h~(~) + h~(~). (5.43) 
643/29/4-5 
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Pro@ By definition, we have 
h~(eO = - -~  P3 logpa = - -~ (P~P2)Iog(P~P2) 
ten kn 
= - -Z  P2(P~ log px) --  ~ P~(P2 log P2) 
= -Ep~Epl  logPl- EPlEPil°gp~ 
j n  in  i n j~ 
hvl(~ ) + h~2(~ ). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.6. There exists a distribution in pn under which the values of 
all the elements of H2 = {Ah(a) [ r(~) >~ 2} coincide with arbitrarily prescribed 
nonpositive real values. 
Proof. Let the prescribed values be h~'s and consider a fixed % ~ X 
(r(%) ~ 2). Choose a positive integer K such that 
0 <~s o~- -h"o /K<M o, 
where M0 is an upper bound for Ah(%). Then, we have a distribution Po 
by Theorem 5.4 such that Ah~o(% ) = --s o and Ahvo(~ ) = 0 for ~ =/= %.  
On defining the product distribution P8 by 
P3=Po×""  ×Po,  
K 
we have from Lemma 5.4 Ah~s(ao ) = h% with the other Ah~(a)'s set to 
zero. The desired istribution can be obtained as the product of the distribu- 
tions for alI a's (r(a) >/2). Q.E.D. 
Theorem 5.6 is a partial but nontrivial answer to the problem of what 
combinations ofvalues are possible as the amounts of McGill's nonconditional 
multiple mutual informations. We have an answer to another question of 
what values a particular multiple mutual information can take if the values of 
the other informations are of no concern. The answer is that a particular 
Ah(c~)(r(a) >~ 3) may take any real value. We shall deal with this latter 
problem in a subsequent paper (Han, (a)). 
It should be noted that Theorem 5.6 shows not only that the elements of 
Ha = {Ah(~)jr(c0 >/2} are linearly independent (Theorem 5.5) but also 
that they are "functionally independent," i.e., no functional relation exists 
among them. 
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5.5. Linear Dependence in H(B2) 
In this section, we shall show that the set of Shannon's conditional and 
nonconditional mutual informations, H(B~), is not linearly independent and 
shall present a maximal set of independent vectors in H(Ba). 
As is seen by a simple calculation, the cardinal number of B2 is 
(2) 2 n-2, (5.44) 
which is larger than the dimension of H(B2) = H0(X ) when n /> 2. Therefore, 
we see that the elements of H(Ba) are not necessarily linearly independent. 
For the sake of convenience, define the equivalence relation ~ in Ba by 
B~ ~-~ B a' <=> ~ = ~' (5.45) 
where Ba = [fi, ~] and B a' = [fi', a']. By this relation, the set B a is divided 
into 2 ~-  (n + 1) equivalence classes, each of which has a common maximum 
element. 
Let Ba ° be the set of representatives selected one-by-one from these 
equivalence classes and let H(B °)  = {h(B2) I B2 e B°}. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let H(B2 °) be the vector space generated by H(Ba°), then 
H(Ba °) = H(B2) = Ho(X). (5.46) 
Proof. Obviously, H(B2 °) C/~r(Ba). We shall show that H(Ba °) D_ Er(B2) 
by induction on the rank of the maximum elements. Put 
t(Ca) : r(a), for C a = [fi, ~] ~ B2. 
Base of Induction. I f  t(C2) = 2, the equivalence class containing the Ca 
is a singleton set, so that C a ~ B~ °. 
Induction Hypothesis. Assume for an integer k that any h(Ba) with t(Ba) ~ k 
is expressed as a linear combination of elements in the set 
S~ ~ {h(B2 °) I t(B2 °) ~ k, B2 ° e B2°}. (5.47) 
Induction Step. Let Ca = [/~, A] be an element of Ba with t(C2) = h + 1 
and C2 ° ---- [/*o, )t] ~ Ba ° be the representative of the equivalence class to 
which C 2 belongs. Then, r(/, ^ /*0) ~ k - -  1. 
I f  r(~ ^  I*o) = h --  1, then C a = Ca °, so that we have C a ~ Ba °. 
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J&Po 
FIO. 8. The interval [/* A /~o, t]. 
I f  r(/z a/Xo) = k - -  2, then the interval [/z A /xo, I] is a 3-dimensional 
Boolean lattice (Fig. 8). Let us select from this Boolean lattice the four 
intervals of length 2: C~ = I/x, ;~], [iz A /z o , Yl], [~ A /*0, YS] and C2 ° = [/~o, A]. 
Then,  their entropies are given, respectively, by 
--h(C2) = h()k) - -  h(/£ v/£o) - -  h(~l) -[-h([£), 
- -h([~ A ~o, 71]) = h(~0 - -  h(~) - -  h(~) + h(~ A t'o), 
h([~, ^  m,  7~1) = --h(7~) + h(~o) + h(TD -- h(~ ^  t'o) 
and 
h(C~ o) = --h(~) + h(~ v ~o) + h(7,) -- h(~o). 
By summing these entropies, we have 
h(CD -k h([/z A tZo, ~1]) - -  h(i/z A tZo, Yz]) - -  h(C2 °) -- O, (5.48) 
i.e., 
h(G) = --h([~ A t'0,71]) + h([~ A ~o, 7~]) + h(C~°)" 
Since t([tz A t~o, ~d) = t([t z n /~0, 7~]) = k and t(C2 °) = k + 1, it follows 
from the induction hypothesis that h(C~) is a linear combination of elements 
in the set 
S~+1 = {h(B~ °) I t(Bz °) ~ h -¢- 1, B2 ° ~ Bz°}. (5.49) 
The case where r(/~ A /*o) < k -  2 can be reduced to the case where 
r(/z A /z0) = k - -  2 by repeating the above procedures. Q.E.D. 
We see from Theorem 5.7 that H(B~ °) is a basis of the correlative ntropy 
space because the cardinal number of B~. ° coincides with the dimension of 
Ho(X). 
The process of the proof of Theorem 5.7 shows that any linear dependence 
relation among Shannon's conditional and nonconditional mutual informa- 
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tions is to be expressed as a linear combination of the quadruple relations in 
(5.48). This fact, furthermore, means that any linear dependence relation 
among correlative ntropies must be expressed as a linear combination of 
such quadruple relations owing to Theorem 5.7. 
6. DUAL  LATTICE OF RANDOM VARIABLES 
Now we are in a position to consider the duality existing among the various 
(multiple) mutual informations so far treated. 
DEFINITION 6.1. We consider the dual lattice X* (with the join v*, 
meet ^ *  and the induced partial order ~.)2 of X, and denote by A* the 
difference operator on X* (Fig. 9): 
d*h(~) = ~ (-- 1)~(=)-~l~)h(~,). (6.1) a 
;~ *~<*yK*~ 
+ 
FIG. 9. Dua l  lattice X*.  
The difference operator A* on X* is related to the (conditional) difference 
operators on X by the relation: 
~<v~<E 
= ( -1)~-r~,  ~h(E) ,  (6.2) a 
which is the amount of McGill's conditional multiple mutual information of 
with ~ fixed, to within a sign. 
27= ~ v* f l  on X* -*> 7 = ~ A /3 on X, y = c~ A*/3 on X*  <:~ ~ = c~ v ]3 on X;  
c~ <* /3  on X*  if and only if c~ >./3 on X. 
3 I f  r(c¢) = k in X, the rank  r*(=) = r(&) = n - -  k in X*.  The  min imum e lement  
o f  X*  is ~*  = Eand the  max imum e lement  E*  = Z .  
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Similarly, the difference operator A~* on the interval [/3, E*] of X* is 
expressible as 
A~*h(~) = ( -1) , (~, -~(  -, A~,h({3) (8 >~ ~). (6.3) 
The relevant elements of X which appear in these differences are illustrated in 
Fig. 10. 
FIo. 10. 
+++ 
and 
a b c 
Relevant elements of the differences (a) Ah(a), (b) A*h(~), (c) A~h(a). 
I f  a and a are elements of X such that c~ ~ ~r, then 
,J~h(~,) = 2 Ah(7) 
c~^~<y<<.a ',, 
(6.4) 
(--1)r(~)-~(B)h(fi). (6.6) 
in (6.6), we have 
~h(~)  = 
Taking account of the equation 
2 2 = 2 2 ,  
On substituting the summation relation 
h@ = Z Ah(r) 
2 ~ (--1)~(~)-~(m Ah@). (6.7) 
LEMMA 6.1. 
By definition, 
Aoh(a) = 
Proof. 
A~h(°O = (--1) ~(") 2 (--1) r(~)-~c~)A~,h(E)" (6.5) 
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we transform (6.7) into 
A~h(oO= ~ I ~ (--1)~(~)-r(e)l Ah@). 
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.1, we have 
~1, for y>~AS,  
2 (-1)~,-~, 0, otherwise. 
Hence follows (6.4). 
To prove (6,5), we make use of the summation relation on X* 
h@= y~ ,J'h6, )
¢~ *~<*'e~<*~ 
Then, similar considerations yield 
(-1) ~ 4h(E). 
<v dE 
A,~h(~)= ~ ~ (--1)~'(~')-*~¢)-~(~')A~,h(E) 
=(- -1 )  ~(°) 2 (--1)"(~-rl~')d,h(E) • 
THEOREM 6.1. Let ~ ~ X, then 
Pro@ 
A*h(~) = (--1) r(~) ~ Ah@), 
a~v~g 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
Q.E.D. 
If we put a = E in (6.4) and ¢ = ;~ in (6.5), it follows that 
(6.10) 
~oh(E) = ~ ,~h(~,), 
6<'e<E 
(6.11) 
By rewriting these equations, we have the theorem. Q.E.D. 
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The following theorem is the dual counterpart of Theorem 5.5. 
THEOREM 6.2. The set Hi* ={A*h(~) l~X, r (&)  >/ 1} is a basis of 
H(X), and the set H2* = {A*h(~) ] a ~ X, r(&) /> 2} is a basis of Ho(X ). 
Pro@ By considering the case where r(~) ~> 1 in (6.11), we see that the 
basis H I = {Ah(~) I a ~ X, r(~) ~> 1} of H(X) is linearly dependent on Hi*.  
Therefore, by noting that the cardinal number of Hi*  is 2 ~* - -  1, the first 
part follows. Similarly for the second part. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let rio be an element of X such that r(/3o) ~> 2. Then, there 
exists an n-dimensional distribution po*(X1 = i 1 ,..., X n = i~) in pn under 
which 
~*h(~) = t -h°* '  for ~ = ~o, 
(0, for ~ va flo (r(&) > 2), 
where ho* is a positive constant. 
Proof. Put rio = X~I v "" v X%_ k and/~o ---- X h v "" v Xb0. Let P0*(fio) 
be an independent (n --  k)-dimensional marginal distribution for flo¢ 
Po*(/3o) -~ Po*(X~, ~ i~) "" Po*(X~,_~, = i~,_~), (6.12) 
where po*(Xal = i~1),... , po*(Xa,_~ = i%_~) _ are arbitrary 1-dimensional 
marginal distributions. Furthermore, let po*(/3o) be a k-dimensional marginal 
distribution for/3o with the nonvanishing probability only for Xo, - -  --  X~,  
where the cardinal number of the support of po*(/~o) is assumed to be larger 
than one. Then, the n-dimensional distribution po*(X1 = i 1 ,..., X ,  = i~) 
given by 
po*(X~ = i, ,..., X~ = i~) = Po*(fio) Po*(/30) (6.13) 
is a required one. In fact, since the Xbl ,..., Xbk are equivalent to one another 
as random variable, we have 
h(/3) = ho* > 0, for ~ ~< Po, 
where ho* is a positive constant independent from/3. 
Put C 2 = [y, ~] ~ B2, ~ = X,~ v X~ v 7 (X~,  X~ ~< ~7), then 
(6.14) 
h(C2) = - -h (X~ v Xz  v ~,)'-~- h(X,~ v V) + h(X~ v y) - -  h(y). (6.15) 
4 For simplicity, we write po*(X% = i~ 1 ..... X%_e = i%_~) as po*(/~o). 
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The calculation of the values of h(C~)'s (C2 ~ B2) yields a similar result to 
in the proof of Theorem 5.4, i.e., 
h(C2 ) = jh0*, for y~<fl0 and r( fa/?0)  =k- -2 ,  
t0, otherwise. 
Then, the theorem follows from a similar discussion to the latter part of the 
proof of Theorem 5.4. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 6.3 is the dual counterpart of Theorem 5.4. 
Finally, we shall show the dual of Theorem 5.6. 
THEOREM 6.4. There exists a distribution in P~ under which the values of 
all the elements of H2* = {A *h(~) ] r(&) /> 2} coincide with arbitrarily 
prescribed nonpositive r al values. 
Proof. I f  we replacePo(X1 = i~ ,..., Xn = i~) byp0*(X ~ = i 1 .... , X~ = i,~) 
and take account of the duality, the proof is performed in a similar way to 
Theorem 5.6. Q.E.D. 
Finally, we shall consider the dual concept of cohesion measure and show 
several similar relations to those derived for the cohesion measure. 
DEFINITION 6.2. The dual cohesion measure g*(~) (c~ e X) is defined as 
g*(a) =- -~ A'h([3). (6.16) 
a<B<~E 
r(~)~>2 
Particularly, g*(~),  a special case ofg*(~) with ~ = ,~, is called the dual total 
correlation. 
I f  we use the summation relation concerning the dual difference A*, (6.16) 
is rewritten as 
g*(~) = --h(~) + ~ A*h(Xa~) + h(E) (6.17) 
~<Xa i 
or equivalently 
g*(~) = --h(~) + ~ h(Xa,) --  (n --  ,'(~) --  1) h(E). (6.18) 
Accordingly, we have the expression for the dual total correlation: 
g*('~) = i h(X~a) - -  (n --  1) h(E). (6.19) 
a=l  
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On the other hand, the expression of g*(~) in terms of Shannon's conditional 
entropies is given as 
g*(c~) = h~(E) --  ~ hz~(E), (6.20) 
a~a i 
where h~(fi) ([3 >/~)  is Shannon's conditional entropy of fi ^ 5 given ¢. The 
dual cohesion measure is correlative and nonnegative as the cohesion measure, 
and admits a multivariate-analytic interpretation similar to that for the latter. 
COROLLARY 6.1. The set of dual cohesion measures {g*(~) ] r(&) >~ 2} is 
a basis of 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In determining the bases or dimensions of the entropy space H(X) and the 
correlative entropy space H0(X), we have constructed a special type of 
distribution, i.e., po(X1 = i 1 ,..., X n = i~) under which the values of non- 
conditional multiple mutual informations H2 = {Ah(~) l r(~) >/2} all vanish 
except for that of a particular one. The dual counterpart of this distribution is
po*(X1 = i 1 .... ,X~ ~ in), which has the same property for H2*= 
{A*h(~) I r(&) >/2}. Inversely, po(X1 = il ,... , X~ = in) is the only one which 
ensures the result in Theorem 5.4. Similarly for p0*(X1 = i 1 ,..., X~ = i~). In 
this sense, these distributions are of fundamental significance in the discussions 
so far made. Therefore, we may call the former distribution the elementary 
distribution, and the latter the dual elementary distribution. Furthermore, we may 
call A*h(~) the dual multiple mutual information in contrast to the multiple 
mutual information Ah(@ The process of constructing these elementary 
distributions allows us to say in figurative terms that the system of elementary 
distributions summarizes global (or over-all) parts of correlation, whereas that 
of dual elementary distributions summarizes local (or concentrated) parts. We 
may say also that the classification of information-theoretic correlations into 
minimal patterns in the sense that they can not be divided into more basic 
ones is carried into effect on the basis of the set of (dual) elementary distribu- 
tions. This minimal classification of correlation patterns, made with special 
reference to McGill's (dual) multiple mutual informations, is, of course, 
merely a possible one, and hence alternative classifications will be validated, 
for instance, with reference to Watanabe's (dual) cohesion measures. How- 
ever, it seems that, in attaining such a minimal classification, McGill's set is 
preferred to Watanabe's, because the latter can not admit such elementary 
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distributions as the former owing to the supra-additivity of cohesion measures. 
A possible classification of correlation patterns in terms of Watanabe's set can 
be derived in terms of McGill's set if we use the basis transformation (4.17) 
and (4.19). Furthermore, if we apply the result of Theorem 5.6 to the 
expression (4.17), a set of admissible values for cohesion measures may be 
obtained. The situation is the same for dual cohesion measures. 
The result regarding the dimension of the (correlative) entropy space as 
well as the nonlinear independence property is a mere mathematical 
refinement of the intuitively accepted fact, but is of basic significance in 
constructing a mathematical common foundation for information-theoretic 
correlation analysis. The result derived in Section 5 that any linear 
dependence r lation among correlative ntropies must be expressed as a 
linear combination of the particular type of linear relations among quadruple 
Shannon's (conditional) mutual informations on an interval of length 3 in X 
suggests the possibility of constructing an algorithm for discerning iinear 
dependence-independence among arbitrarily given correlative ntropies. 
Thus far we have not mentioned the relevant nonnegativity property in 
the (correlative) entropy space because it forms an essentially independent 
issue. Statistically and multivariate analytically useful "interpretations" for 
each element in the entropy space, however, would not be attained effectively 
unless such nonnegativity properties were analyzed in a unified setting. This 
problem will be treated systematically in Han (a). The "local" nonnegativity 
of McGill's (conditional) multiple mutual informations will be studied in Han 
(b) with their statistical implication in terms of x2-distribution. 
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